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ARCHITECTURAL STONE
Shouldice Architectural Stone is available in such an extensive variety of sizes, colours, and finishes that 
we can satisfy the requirements of the most expansive design imagination, especially if that imagination is 
looking to mix and match.

Choose from 4 hollow core unit sizes and 10 stretcher size alternatives as standards. That’s only the 
beginning as you may select from 9 colour variations in each of 3 texture finishes (Rock Stone, Tapestry, and 
Tex Stone), organized into our Standard, Legacy, and Elite series options.

The custom possibilities are virtually endless to conceive, design and complete an effectually 
maintenance-free, enduring project of superb, complex beauty and compelling distinction.

ARCHITECTURAL BLOCK
Shouldice Architectural Block is produced in many size variations with almost endless, stunning colour 
options. If this is not enough we can custom reproduce almost any colour you may desire.

With so many alternatives from which to choose you can elevate the traditional stature of basic block into a 
unique, distinctive, and striking custom result.
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90 x 90 x 29090 x 79 x 257
(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄8" x 10 1⁄8")

(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4")

(5 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8") (7 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8") (9 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8") (11 3⁄8" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8")

(3 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4") (3 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 23 1⁄4") (3 1⁄2" x 11 3⁄8" x 23 1⁄4") (3 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8" x 23 1⁄4")

(3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" x 11 3⁄8") (3 1⁄2" x 2 1⁄4" x 15 5⁄8") (3 1⁄2" x 2 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8") (3 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2" x 15 3⁄8")
90 x 57 x 397 90 x 90 x 390 90 x 190 x 390

140 x 190 x 390 190 x 190 x 390 240 x 190 x 390 290 x 190 x 390

SOLID UNITS

HOLLOW CORE

TAPESTRY TEX-STONE ROCK-STONE

A PROFILE TO SUIT ANY STYLE
Variety is the spice of life! We have that covered with three distinct profiles to satisfy virtually any design taste or vision.

Tapestry offers the sophistication 
and contemporary appeal of 
both a flat, smooth surface and 
precisely bevelled edges.

The broad appeal of Tex-Stone, 
with its subtle textured surface, 
strikes a perfect balance between 
Tapestry and Rock-Stone.

The rugged profile of Rock-Stone 
reflects the traditional strength 
and appeal of stone that has 
endured for centuries.

VARIOUS SIZES TO MATCH THAT STYLE
A wide range of sizes in either solid units or hollow core will meet both design objectives and construction requirements.

90 x 90 x 590 90 x 190 x 590 90 x 290 x 590 90 x 390 x 59090 x 140 x 590
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ARCHITECTURAL & 
CHARINGTON COLOURS
TAPESTRY

SS - Standard Series Book price      LS - Legacy Series Add 10%      ES - Elite Series  Add 30%      Custom colours available.

Pearl White - SS

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS Colby - ES Ultra White - ESDesert Buff - SS

Chamois - SSGalaxy - LS Crystal White - LS

Colours are printed representations only, actual colour may vary.

Pearl White - SS

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS Colby - ES Ultra White - ESDesert Buff - SS

Chamois - SSGalaxy - LS Crystal White - LS

TEX-STONE
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ARCHITECTURAL & 
CHARINGTON COLOURS
Colours are printed representations only, actual colour may vary.

SS - Standard Series Book price      LS - Legacy Series Add 10%      ES - Elite Series  Add 30%      Custom colours available.

ROCK-STONE

Pearl White - SS

Briar - SS

Executive Grey - SS Colby - ES Ultra White - ESDesert Buff - SS

Chamois - SSGalaxy - LS Crystal White - LS
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The natural choice in stone
281227 Shouldice Block Road, Shallow Lake, Ontario N0H 2K0

800.265.3174    |    designer@shouldice.ca    |    www.shouldice.ca

WITH ARCHITECTURAL STONE



The natural choice in stone

ARCHITECTURAL INSTALLATION
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Shouldice Designer Stone Architectural units, sills, copings and water tables should be 
handled carefully. Installation of product constitutes acceptance.

• Ensure that all specified flashing and damp-proofing is installed.
• Flashing and weep holes must be installed above and below openings, the bottom of the 

walls and any points where water may gather.
• All head joints at copings and sills and all stone sections with projecting profiles and/

or exposed top joints should be raked and made into sealant joints. Only the ends 
extending under the wall should be mortared joints.

• Do not bridge coping and sills over control or expansion joints.
• All sills and copings or pieces with projecting profiles should be protected  

during construction.
• During construction, cover open walls when rain or snow is anticipated.
• Failure to follow the above instructions may allow excessive and harmful moisture to 

accumulate in the wall system. 
 

ARCHITECTURAL INSTALLATION

Please reference the Technical Specification section 
for more information on Control Joints, Flashing, etc.
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MASONRY CEMENT
Shouldice Designer Stone recommends the use of Type N masonry mixed at a ratio of 3 to 1 with 
clean sharp masonry sand. Type S masonry should not be used in conjunction with standard 
veneer applications.

Use consistent batching procedures when mixing mortar and take adequate mixing time. Tool 
the joint after the mortar has begun to stiffen slightly. Should a joint be tooled too soon (in a wet 
condition) a light joint results. Conversely, if a joint is allowed to become too stiff, a dark burned 
joint will result.

Shouldice Designer Stone is manufactured using an integral water repellent agent which inhibits 
water absorption and efflorescence. The low absorption rate may affect set up time of the mortar 
joints in cool weather. This slow set-up time will be an advantage in warm, dry weather but it is 
important to keep all material covered and dry in wet or cold conditions to ensure tooling of the joint 
can be done at the proper time.
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WITH ARCHITECTURAL STONE


